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Three shades of 
black   
Sigulda is the gateway to Latvia‘s Gauja National Park. A prestigious 
project by kitchen designers AB Virtuves lies hidden in the beautiful 
Gauja valley. The owners of the house combined a modern architec-
tural style with the surrounding‘s colours and materials. The open-
plan room concept leaves plenty of scope for customised material 
combinations. The concrete look, real wood elements and stone are 
crucial elements of the interior design. 
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REHAU Products
RAUVISIO surfaces, RAUVISIO grip; 
RAUKANTEX edgebands

The kitchen blends seamlessly into the purist interior of exposed 
concrete and warm wooden floorboards. Black in different materials, 
textures and structures forms the central theme. The fronts of the 
kitchen furniture were designed with the RAUVISIO brilliant SR 
lacquer laminate in a matt and have a scratch-resistant finish.  
This makes them easy to maintain, insensitive to scratches and, 
thanks to the laser processing of the edgebands, achieves a total 
seamless integration. Spacious drawers with integrated recessed 
grips turn the homogeneous front into an object of perfection, whilst 
the flexible storage compartments equipped with RAUVISIO grip, an 
anti-slip panel integrated into the base, are concealed behind them. 
As worktop and eye-catcher, the designers chose a black, sophisti-
cated quartz surface with white marble veins. Bar counters and 
shelves form the third shade of black with elements of lacquered  
oak veneer. 

A highlight is the BORA hob with recessed extractor hood directly in 
front of the window. Nothing obstructs the view of the wonderful 
landscape.  


